
 2019 Library Visit Interview Form 

Library Name:  Rosemary Garfoot Public Library 

 

Certification Grade: 2 

 

Date of visit: 8/21/2019 

 

Library staff present at the visit:  Pamela Bosben and Kris Loman 

 

SCLS staff present: Heidi Oliversen 

 

Amount of time spent at visit: 2.5 hours 

 

[Please limit this section to the answers to the specific questions, and include as much detail as 

possible. Report other information or observations in the “other information” section below 

 

1. What is your favorite library story from the past year? 

Two really nice stories.  As they were the first LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental 

Design) certified library in Wisconsin, people all over the country find their website and 

sometimes ask to have their LEED information linked from the library’s LEED page.  This year they 

had a Masters student in environmental studies come out to Cross Plains and interview Pam and 

Kris and tour the library.  She was intrigued by the library’s environmental collection and the large 

number of the programs the library does and continues to plan related to environmental issues.  

The student had been to other LEED libraries and buildings and complimented Cross Plains on 

their ongoing commitment to the concept – there is a big difference between Cross Plains – who 

is still passionate about their environmental policies and continues to implement and program 

around the LEED concepts – and other buildings that have ‘just’ accepted their certification and 

do not do too much afterwards to maintain that commitment.  The student really loved the 

library’s indigenous gardens and we had a lively discussion about the perils of maintaining a 

natural lawn and responding to patrons and neighbors who complain about the ‘weeds’.  

 

The other story was just last week and very fresh in her mind – a woman came in with her 

grandchildren and told them how their daughter’s family had recently re-located to Cross Plains.  

The woman was thrilled by all the programming and materials and everything the library had to 

offer for all age groups, but especially for children.  Apparently the woman had seen/been in a lot 

of libraries and considers the Cross Plains library to be the best she had ever seen/used.    

 

 

2. What has your library done since our last visit that you’re really excited about? 

Halloween. A woman who lives across the street from the library used to heavily decorate her 

yard every Halloween but as of early 2018 was no longer able to physically do so.  So the library 

offered to provide the outdoor areas for the “Halloween house”, including animatronic figures.  

2018 was their first year of doing this event and it was so successful in so many ways they are 

invested in continuing to host this annually.  Last year’s event drew over 1,000 people, and was 



covered by their local newspaper and other media.  Their outdoor vignettes are mostly 

representations of classic literature. The person who helped them set-up and stage last year had 

been helping the previous ‘owner’ and has been setting up and running haunted houses for years.  

This helped to bring the community together in ways they have been unable to do before and 

they want to continue and build on it.  Other community volunteers and sponsors included the 

Chamber of Commerce, the local Boy Scouts, and a few other local businesses, Friends of the 

Library and the friends and relatives of the woman who used to do this. 

They have already begun planning for this year’s event – Kris is attending meetings with various 

groups trying to help them to build a kind of community coalition where they share events and 

calendars and etc.     

 

Digitization project.  Very excited about starting the digitation project.  They are 

advertising/announcing the details on Facebook and on their webpage – while making people 

know that this is a long-term project.    

 

Maker spaces.  They are working on creating maker spaces in the library.  Someone is building 

custom workspaces for them that are mobile and can be used in various location in the library 

and stored in the meeting room or elsewhere as needed.  The one in the children’s area will be 

more of a Discovery Station (more education but still crafty) and pretty permanent in that area.  

Patrons will be able to sign up to use spaces individually or as a group for programming.  They 

have a lot of ideas for where, how and when to use these.   

 

New Library Website.  Their new website is live and awesome.  It took a long time but Rose was 

extremely helpful and patient and built them a fabulous website. 

 

3. What are you looking forward to in the coming year? 

New maker spaces. (See above) and last year they started Pop-Up Maker Spaces - drop-in to use 

the maker spaces and they were in use or checked out all the time.  This summer they had Do It 

Yourself Crafts, a drop-in to use the maker spaces and take your craft home.  The summer time 

parent and care givers also got involved in the project:  Constellation boxes, coloring table, 

banners (community art project) and now the fish aquarium. 

 

Developing a Community partnership program. 

There is no central organization to help bring together the various community organizations so 

the library has decided to take on this role.   They have participated in some of the free resources 

available from the Harwood Institute and are hoping that three staff members, Pam, Kris and 

Catherine, will be able to take the full course for credentials to figure out how to build community 

bridges and networks in Cross Plains between the non-profits, businesses, and individuals – new 

and old timers.  And also hoping for some way to develop and provide a community-wide 

calendar.  Right now when Kris is trying to schedule programming she has to look at several 

individual calendars to see what will and will not conflict with library programming.  

 

While taking the Harwood Institute course will be very helpful in the long run, they have already 

started developing their local partnerships.  For example, they are doing a “Sip and Paint’ event in 

conjunction with the recently opened wine bar in town.  The ‘Sip and Paint’ is for adults to try out 

the new wine bar (first glass provided by the library) and also try their hand at painting.  This 

benefits the library, the wine bar and the local artist who will be facilitating the painting part of 

the event.  The artist will bring in supplies, potentially new customers will visit the new business, 



check out the wines available and the library does not have to hire a bartender for the event they 

are hosting (as they would if it was in the library).   

 

They have sponsored the Healthy Back Program at the library, partnered with the new physical 

therapist in town. 

 

They are facilitating adult Storytime programs at Milestone Manor Memory care facility; some 

stories are also creating oral histories from long-time community members that they will work on 

incorporating into the historical collection. 

 

4. What is the greatest stressor at your library right now? How can SCLS support you? 

Staff turnover.  Almost a year without staff leaving and then one of their circulation managers 

accepted a position elsewhere. Long ago realized they were often a training ground/springboard 

for other libraries.  They have also had a number of older retired people accept part-time 

positions that don’t realize the extent of the physicality of the positions – and end up having to 

leave.  Training is intensive and then they are gone.  They have promoted someone from within 

and she accepted so now just need a part-timer.   

 

Building issues.  Need a new roof.  When the new building was built 14 years ago it was with a “20 

year” roof.  But there has been leaking for a couple of years now and this is a public safety issue.    

They have spent money already trying to mitigate the problem but it is a structural issue, not a 

shingles issue.  Part of the north side hip has skewed on the drainage section.   And there are 

constant small appliance issues or replacement along with major appliance issues and 

replacement.  They have submitted a capital request to replace the roof but it will be expensive. 

 

Village Board.  Significant changes to the make-up of the village board.  Members are running a 

bit more fiscally conservative.  They have their third new village administrator in 5 years.  Mark 

Ibach was very helpful in explaining the library-library board-village board structure to the new 

administrator.   

 

Budget year. They are heading into a tough budget year for the first time in a long time; more 

conservative village board and the capital request for a new roof may slow things down.   

 

5. Anything else you’d like to share? 

 

Rose is awesome! 

 

Pam has been talking to the Library Board about the possibility of going fine free in 2020.  

Especially since their two nearest library neighbors, Black Earth and Middleton do not charge 

overdue fines.   I told her when I got back to the office I would email her the process that we 

developed for those libraries that are considering going fine free.  And a link to the list of LINKcat 

libraries that are currently fine free. 

 

Library collection, called “Cool Stuff Collection, are boxes or a variety of ‘things’ that can be 

checked out from the library.  The selection of ‘things’ include fishing rods, computer gaming 

hardware, indoor and outdoor games a telescope and other assorted ‘things’.  The collection is 

stacked right by the circulation desk and many items are frequently checked out except for the 

metal detector.  It is always checked out.  

 



 

Other information gathered at the visit (interesting tidbits, general impressions of the library, or 

alternative topics): 

We had a small tour of the main section of the building, enjoyed the current artwork on 

display in the foyer, spaced around the entire library and then at “gallery’ in the front meeting 

area.  They do an excellent job of incorporating patron artwork and craft work with more 

‘professional’ artwork. 

 

 


